Alarm
signalling is
changing
Work with the people leading
the change and secure your future
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The future starts
when you install it
Get your customers ready. The UK is
switching to all-IP by 2025. Prepare
and protect homes and businesses
with our Next Generation portfolio.
From fast and affordable to best in the
business, you can get every customer
future-ready with our alarm signalling
systems – no matter their budget.
They’re simple to install too, with a choice
of fixed IP and wi-fi connected options.
Plus, dual SIM and roaming 4G options
for more resilient wireless signalling.
Many of them also come with no upfront
costs. And we guarantee to repair or
replace any faulty unit for free for 10
years. While your customers also feel the
financial benefit of upgrading with no
call charges for all-IP alarm signalling.
By working with us, you’ll unlock
new opportunities for your business.
Enhanced monitoring that offers more
detailed insights. End-to-end encryption
to make connections more secure.
And new mobile controls for both you and
your customer. Because the future starts
when you install it.
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Essential IP
Get a big upgrade. Without a big price tag.
Service Grade: SP2
Essential IP makes upgrading old dial-up PSTN systems easy and cost
effective, with no upfront cost. It connects to your customers’ broadband
over Ethernet or wi-fi for a speedy install. It exceeds SP2 performance levels
(equivalent to the old Grade 2), so it reports path faults to the ARC within
60 minutes, much faster than traditional digi communicators. Making it the
perfect set-up for future-proofing low-risk premises.

WiFi Strength
[
] [-52]

Shown above in actual size of unit (67mm x 95mm x 17mm)

Respond to threats faster

While traditional digi communicators take all day to report path faults,
this smart single-path system reports faults within an hour. Plus, it offers
enhanced monitoring and end-to-end encryption.

No mobile coverage? No problem.

While other low-risk alarm signalling systems use 4G, Essential IP uses
your customer’s broadband. Connecting over Ethernet or wi-fi also
makes it hassle-free to fit.
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Essential
Get simple alarm signalling with a small price tag.
Service Grade: SP2
With Essential, you always get the best connection. This single-path alarm
signalling system switches between mobile networks to find the most reliable
4G. While putting enhanced and encrypted signals in everyone’s price range.
Making it the perfect set-up for low-risk premises.

Shown above in actual size of unit (67mm x 95mm x 17mm)

Keep connected

You can be sure your customers are getting the most bars with Essential’s roaming
SIM. It switches between mobile networks to send signals over 4G or 2G.

Small but mighty

This compact device is packed with powerful features to keep customers safe.
Plus, it outstrips SP2 performance standards (equivalent to the old Grade 2),
reporting path faults within 60 minutes.

Cuts time but not corners

It’s fast to fit because it’s wireless. And it starts connecting on power-up.
While its OLED display and push-button controls make programming easy,
with that added confidence of LPCB certification.
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Essential Extra
Get dual-path alarm signalling without doubling your cost.
Service Grade: DP2
With Essential Extra, you no longer need a fixed connection for more resilient
alarm signalling. It uses superfast 4G to send encrypted, enhanced signals
in seconds and report path faults within 30 minutes. While a fully-monitored
second SIM kicks in if anything goes wrong. So low-to-medium risk premises
get added protection.

1292 2430 4763
Mobile2 Strength
4G [
] [-88]

Shown above in actual size of unit (67mm x 114mm x 20mm)

Endless ease

Fitting this dual-path wireless system is painless, so you can get up and running
quicker. It’s third party certified so only one device is required for your fire and/or
security installations.

Rev up reporting

Essential Extra cuts the time taken to report path faults and exceeds DP2
performance (better than the old Grade 3).

Double up on protection

One 4G SIM instantly connects to EE, the UK’s number one mobile network,
for faster reporting.** The other switches between networks to make sure the
customer gets the most bars.
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Advanced
True dual-path alarm signalling that you can dial up to match the risk.
Service Grade: DP2
Not every home or business has the same risks. That’s why we’ve made Advanced
more flexible. It comes with two diverse signalling paths for twice the reassurance.
And you can easily upgrade it to DP3 performance (equivalent to the old Grade 4)
for even faster signalling. So it can better protect low-to-medium risk properties,
no matter what happens.

NO C NC NO C NC
FUNC
DIAL CAP COMMS

C

AERIAL
B

1287
5675
8214
1287
5675
8214ESA

Advanced

Mobile1 Operator
EE

ETH
0832-UKCA-CPR-X0002 EN 50136-2:2013
EN 50131-10:2014
2831-CPR-X0011
Cert No. 1270g
SEE INSTALL GUIDE
Model: UC-340 Advanced 9-30V 185mA

–

+

Shown above in actual size of unit (67mm x 95mm x 17mm)

Works over IP

The primary path sends alarm signals over the customer’s network or broadband
with DP2 performance (better than the old Grade 3), reporting path faults to the
ARC within 30 minutes.

Get extra mobile network resilience

If the IP path fails, dual 4G SIMs kick in to help keep your site secure. One instantly
connects to the EE network, while the other can roam to make sure customers
always get the best mobile signal.

Third party certification

It’s third party certified so only one device is required for your fire and/or
security installations.
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Advanced Extra
True dual-path. Dual back-up. And a three-minute response time. Always.
Service Grade: DP3
An easy upgrade to our Advanced alarm signalling system, Advanced Extra offers
next-level security. It can send enhanced, encrypted signals in seconds over two
different technologies for extra protection. If the IP path goes down, a 4G connection
kicks in and reports at the same speed. Keeping every medium-to-high risk home
and business secure.

NO C NC NO C NC
FUNC
DIAL CAP COMMS

C

AERIAL
B

1287
5675
8214
1287
5675
8214ESA

Advanced
Path: Ethernet
Registered

ETH
0832-UKCA-CPR-X0002 EN 50136-2:2013
EN 50131-10:2014
2831-CPR-X0011
Cert No. 1270g
SEE INSTALL GUIDE
Model: UC-340 Advanced 9-30V 185mA

–

+

Shown above in actual size of unit (67mm x 95mm x 17mm)

Act fast against threats

You’ll get a swift response with DP3 level performance (equivalent to the old
Grade 4), sending signals in seconds and reporting path faults within three minutes.

Small and easy to install

Despite having an IP path and two 4G SIMs for added resilience, plus an OLED
display and programming buttons, it’s still only 95mm wide.

Third party certification

It’s third party certified so only one device is required for your fire and/or
security installations.

**EE’s UK number one ranking is based on the RootMetrics® UK RootScore® Report: H2 (Jul-Dec) 2020. Tested at locations
across the UK with the best commercially available smartphones on 4 national mobile networks across all available network types.
Your experiences may vary. The RootMetrics award is not an endorsement of EE. Visit ROOTMETRICS.CO.UK for more details.
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Ultimate
Our smartest and fastest alarm signalling system yet.1
Service Grade: DP4
For the highest level of security, Ultimate can report path faults in just 90
seconds, and offers DP4 level performance (better than the old Grade 4).
To make sure it has all the speed your customer needs, its main path uses
private broadband to send enhanced, encrypted signals. And it has two 4G
SIMs as a wireless back-up, giving customers resilience they can rely on.
So it’s ideal for protecting medium-to-high risk premises.

1292 2430 4763
Path: DSL
Registered

Shown above in actual size of unit (67mm x 114mm x 20mm)

Protect against power cuts

Its compact design means it fits inside the alarm panel, making it much harder
for anyone to tamper with or accidentally unplug cables. Which means it keeps
working even if the power goes down.

A dedicated connection

A built-in hub sends signals over our private broadband service. The customer
doesn’t share it with anyone else, so it never slows down. And with its own access
line, it’s great for sites where using a customer’s IT network isn’t an option.

Third party certification

It’s third party certified so only one device is required for your fire and/or
security installations.

1. Ultimate is subject to location availability of the line required. Connection is only available using Openreach.
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Your regional account managers
Scotland & Northern Ireland
Garry McCallum
Tel: 07971 821134
Email: garry.2.mccallum@bt.com

South West & Wales
Joanne Watkins
Tel: 07483 314331
Email: joanne.watkins@bt.com

North West
Neil Richards
Tel: 07889 978251
Email: neil.richards@bt.com

East Anglia & North London
Raff Miah
Tel: 07484 928326
Email: surath.miah@bt.com

North East
Salim Saleh
Tel: 07795 980019
Email: salim.saleh@bt.com

South East & South London
Baz Choudhury
Tel: 07703 502155
Email: bazlay.choudhury@bt.com

Central & Midlands
Raj Patel
Tel: 07889 644413
Email: raj.2.patel@bt.com

Your regional desk based account managers
North
Rebecca Mellor
Tel: 07483 951833
Email: rebecca.mellor@bt.com

South
Naomi Helps
Tel: 07483 437444
Email: naomi.helps@bt.com

Your regional technical managers
North
Rob McLaughlin
Tel: 07736 497349
Email: robert.2.mclaughlin@bt.com

South
Ryan Baker
Tel: 07484 530362
Email: ryan.I.baker@bt.com

Midlands
Jason Minney
Tel: 07483 377913
Email: jason.minney@bt.com

Technical helpdesk:
For faults, technical enquiries and free product training
Tel: 0800 800628 option 3
Email: redcarefaults@bt.com
Availability: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year

Download our apps
BT Redcare

iOS

SightCall

Android

iOS

Android

Signalling the way
forward for connected
security and monitoring
Be ready to change the way you protect homes and businesses. Our future-ready
and third party certified alarm signalling systems are underpinned by our dedicated
network and platform with 99.99% availability. So you can provide every level of
security with ease. Today and in the digital future.

Five reasons why you should work with us
You can’t put a price on security – so we don’t

From fast and affordable to best in the business, we can meet every budget with
a broad range of alarm signalling systems to choose from. Many of them also come
with no upfront costs. And we guarantee to repair or replace any faulty unit for free
for 10 years.

You can rely on us in an emergency

To instantly alert the authorities about threats, our alarm signalling systems work over
superfast 4G and future-ready IP. Diverse technologies add an extra level of security
and resilience for medium-to-high risk sites.

Fit alarm signalling systems faster

All of our products work straight out of the box. Just power them up and they’ll start
to connect. They’re simple to install no matter what technology you use. Push-button
programming and easy-to-read OLED displays make configuring easy. While our BT
Redcare app also makes remote diagnostics a doddle. Saving you time and effort.

You need a partner you can trust

We’ve more than 35 years of experience in the fire and security industry.
We’ve developed all of our alarm signalling systems in partnership with ARCs,
installers, homeowners and businesses. Our products have been certified by the
world-renowned Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB), so you can install our
products with confidence. And if you need any help, our support team is available
24/7 to answer your install and maintenance questions. You can even take us on the
job with our free SightCall app.

We’re ready for what’s next

To protect your customers both today and tomorrow, you need cutting-edge kit.
We were the first to offer dual SIM alarm signalling for mobile network resilience.
And our products work with innovative mobile apps for easy maintenance, provide
more detailed reporting with enhanced signalling, while securing connections with
end-to-end encryption. With the added benefits of making them from recyclable
plastic, with cardboard packaging and reduced power needs. Giving you a head start
on installing the future.

redcare.bt.com
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